Love and Sand (Excerpt)
Was that it, then? Had Pike chosen to die at sea rather than die at the
hands of the coastal nomads? Or was he putting his faith in some plan that
Manton was not privy to? Could he not see that they would have a far
better hope of survival if they opted for the beach behind them and took
their chances with the natives, rather than continue on their present
course toward certain death by drowning––or by being eaten by sharks?
Manton sat there struggling between his natural reluctance to
question his chief’s decision and his growing conviction that if he didn’t
say something pretty soon, he would burst.
He leaned across and tapped the captain on the shoulder. As Pike
turned his head, he must have seen the question in Manton’s eyes. Before
he could speak, Pike pointed to the emergency boost control on the upper
right corner of the instrument panel. He tapped it several times and moved
his hand up and down in front of the control knob in a motion indicative of
turning it on and off. Manton nodded that he understood and was
immediately relieved to know that Pike had some plan in mind that might
give them some chance of survival. The fact that his plan was, to Manton’s
mind, akin to asking for a miracle, did not matter. However slim the
chances of it working, it seemed to Manton to have the edge on the
alternatives.
The Blenheim IV airplane emergency power control, known as ‘Plus 9
Boost,’ permits the pilot to race an engine beyond its normal operating
limits for a very brief period. This was the aircraft’s last-resort ace-inthe-hole resource. In dire circumstances, the pilot could reach up and
grab the Plus-9 handle, pull it hard, breaking the retaining wire that
prevented accidental usage. Pulled out to its horizontal position, it
boosted engine power from its normal maximum of plus 6 to plus 9 boost. It
could be applied for up to one minute. Beyond that time limit, rapid
overheating would, according to the aircraft’s handbook, destroy the
engine.
It had certainly not occurred to Manton that this extreme power level
could be used for more than a one-shot effort at survival, but Pike,
already convinced that the emergency boost would be sufficient to stop
their descent, had other ideas. But what chance was there that at this
extreme performance level the engine would last for more than a couple
of minutes?
Manton was not about to comment on that. As a sergeant crew member
on his first really dangerous mission, there was no way he could say
anything useful. The captain, an experienced and highly skilled airman,
knew what he was doing.
At 500 feet above the water, Pike grasped the boost handle and
wrenched it forward and down, fracturing the retaining wire. The engine
noise and vibration increased immediately, and the pitch of the whining
rose several notches, but there was no immediate change in the rate of
their descent. The waiting seemed interminable.

The altimeter reading continued to fall, but at about 350 feet above sea
level, the increased engine power began to have an effect. The needle
hovered there as their loss of altitude was arrested. Then, slowly, oh so
slowly, they began to gain altitude again. But engine temperature was
rising, too. In less than a minute, the needle had reached the red line.
They had barely reached 500 feet.
Pike turned off the boost. They began a slow descent again, and within
seconds, engine temperature began to ease back down. But not fast
enough. The needle was still showing some elevation of temperature when
the altimeter registered 200 feet. They had to climb again. Pike re-applied
the boost. The descent stopped and they began to climb, but now the engine
temperature rose more quickly and stayed above the red line, remaining in
that condition even after Pike again turned off the boost, and they were
on their way down once more.
Manton felt the dryness in his mouth. They weren’t going to make it;
that much was evident. There was no way this damaged and overheated mass
of machinery could last more than one or two more minutes; and at their
present single-engine airspeed, they were still a good forty minutes away
from the eastern shore.
Strangely, as this realization came to him––that they were going to die–
–the cold fear that had been building inside him gradually subsided. He
became conscious only of a deep sadness for all that might have been; for
the loss of any opportunity to eventually see his home again, to pick up
where he’d left off; to be with his family once more. He would not be
taking that boat when it was all over. There would be no reunion with his
mother and his brother, and there would be no opportunity for him to
atone for the hurt he’d inflicted on Verna, his wonderful girl back home–
–for the emotional damage he’d caused her, and for the unforgivable lie
he’d told her. There would be no chance now to plan for that longed-for
day when he could be by her side again, confessing the lie that had
haunted him for so long, and begging for her forgiveness.

